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PRESS RELEASE

Newbury based lock manufacturer celebrates technology development

Newbury, Berkshire, 6 November 2017 – Codelocks, a leading 
manufacturer of standalone access control products, has been 
recognised for its innovative technology.

Newbury Weekly News hosted the Best in Business Award 
ceremony at Newbury Racecourse on Friday 3 November. The Greenham Business Park based company 
was shortlisted alongside four other West Berkshire based businesses; 3T RPD, West Berkshire Brewery, 
Brown Dog Financial and Amberjack.

Codelocks award entry demonstrates the development of NetCode, a technology that has revolutionised 
the product range by enabling businesses to generate access codes through a web interface or 
smartphone app.

The approach allows building managers to save time and simplify access control by generating codes for 
employees and partners to access buildings, offering faster, more convenient keyless access. 

Speaking after at the awards, Colin Campbell, sales director at Codelocks said, “2017 has been a 
fantastic year for us and to be a finalist in the innovation category is a huge testament to the talent and 
dedication of our staff.” 

“By branching out to software engineering, our research and development team has been able to take 
what was a niche feature and turn it into a service that processes tens of thousands of transactions, 
providing fast and simple access to facilities across the world.”

Colin added, “Our range of products give our customers the flexibility and control they want. The full 
support offered by our teams only strengthens the customer experience and this is why we have happy 
customers and customers that continue to purchase our products.” 

Codelocks makes some of the most sophisticated codeless locks on the market. Its digital locks utilise 
cutting edge technology and state of the art security principles which are built on the back of many years 
of research and development. Its technology has helped businesses including Pirate Studios, Parks Tennis 
and Lifestyle Serviced Apartments provide the best service for their customers. 

About Codelocks

Codelocks designs and manufactures a wide range of innovative, standalone keyless door, locker and 
cabinet locks for organisations that need to control access within their buildings. The product range 
includes stylish push-button mechanical locks, digital electronic and wireless ‘smart’ locks that are easy 
to manage and can be operated using a keypad, card and smartphone. Convenience is at the heart of 
all of Codelocks’ products. Our user-friendly approach enables building and facilities managers to have 
complete control over who is entering and exiting. The locks are cost-effective, easy to fit and programme, 
can be retrofitted and do not require complex wiring or external power. We offer full access to expert 
technical advice and customer support. 

For more information, visit www.codelocks.co.uk


